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Abstract: A method to produce multifunctional coatings for the protection of silk is developed.
Aqueous dispersion, free of any organic solvent, containing alkoxy silanes, organic fluoropolymer,
silane quaternary ammonium salt, and silica nanoparticles (7 nm in mean diameter) is sprayed onto
silk which obtains (i) superhydrophobic and superoleophobic properties, as evidenced by the high
contact angles (>150◦ ) of water and oil drops and (ii) antimicrobial properties. Potato dextrose agar
is used as culture medium for the growth of microorganisms. The protective coating hinders the
microbial growth on coated silk which remains almost free of contamination after extensive exposure
to the microorganisms. Furthermore, the multifunctional coating induces a moderate reduction in
vapor permeability of the treated silk, it shows very good durability against abrasion and has a
minor visual effect on the aesthetic appearance of silk. The distinctive roles of the silica nanoparticles
and the antimicrobial agent on the aforementioned properties of the coating are investigated. Silica
nanoparticles induce surface structures at the micro/nano-meter scale and are therefore responsible
for the achieved extreme wetting properties that promote the antimicrobial activity. The latter
is further enhanced by adding the silane quaternary ammonium salt in the composition of the
protective coating.
Keywords: superhydrophobic; superoleophobic; antimicrobial; siloxane; nanoparticle; silk; textile;
abrasion; color

1. Introduction
Superhydrophobic, superoleophobic, and other surfaces of extreme wetting properties have
attracted the interest of many researchers owing to their wide range of potential applications [1,2].
Superhydrophobicity is usually achieved by developing a special hierarchical micrometer and
nanometer sized structure [3] on the surface of interest and applying low surface energy agents [4].
Within the last two decades, specialized set-ups have been developed to control micro/nano-scale
surface structures, leading to the fabrication of superhydrophobic surfaces [3–13]. Among the most
common methods are lithographic patterning [14,15], sol gel [16,17], layer by layer deposition [18],
chemical vapor deposition [19], plasma etching [20], and nanoparticle deposition [13,21–26]. Similar
strategies, such as plasma treatment, self-assembly, electrochemical deposition, magnetron sputtering
deposition, chemical vapor deposition, and polymer-nanoparticle coatings, have been adopted to
produce superoleophobic and superomniphobic surfaces [27–41]. These are surfaces that have the
ability to repel liquids with surface tensions lower than that of water (=72 mN/m).
Superhydrophobicity and superoleophobicity can have an enormous impact on the textile industry.
Hence, the attention of several researchers has focused on the development of methods that induce
extreme wetting properties in textiles. Hoefnagels et al. deposited nanoparticles on cotton fibers to
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generate a dual-size surface roughness, while superhydrophobization was achieved using PDMS [42].
Artusa et al. [43] fabricated a superoleophobic polyester fabric coated with silicone nanofilaments,
followed by plasma fluorination. Leng at al. [44] deposited charged micro- and nano-particles on cotton
thus inducing a hierarchical structure. After the application of a perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane, the
treated cotton obtained superhydrophobic properties [44]. Liu et al. [45] produced superhydrophobic
cotton using silica nanoparticles and octadecyltrichlorosilane, as a low surface energy agent.
Furthermore, superhydrophobic/superoleophobic textiles have been fabricated via layer by layer
assembly [46], sol-gel [47], chemical vapor phase deposition [48], and other methods [49–51].
The textile industry has a strong interest in the production of fabrics with antimicrobial
properties [52–55]. Combining the special wetting (superhydrophobic, superoleophobic) and
antimicrobial properties in a single coating product can open new avenues for the textile
industry [56–65]. We have recently developed a method to produce superhydrophobic and
superoleophobic coatings on silk textiles [66]. In the present work, we induce another useful property
to the protective coating: the antimicrobial resistance. Therefore, a multifunctional coating is produced
for the protection of silk that obtains superhydrophobic, superoleophobic, and antimicrobial properties.
The coating is prepared using an aqueous dispersion of alkoxy silanes, an organic fluoropolymer,
a silane quaternary ammonium salt, and silica nanoparticles. The multifunctional coating induces
a moderate reduction in vapor permeability of the treated silk, shows very good durability against
mechanical abrasion and has a minor visual effect on the aesthetic appearance of silk.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Production and Surface Characterization of Coated Silk Samples
Coatings were produced using (i) a water-soluble emulsion of alkoxy silanes and organic
fluoropolymer (Silres BS29A, Wacker, Munich, Germany), (ii) a silane quaternary ammonium salt,
(AEM 5700, Aegis, Midland, MI, USA) which is an antimicrobial product of 3-(trimethoxysilyl)
propyldimethyloctadecyl ammonium chloride and (iii) silica (SiO2 ) nanoparticles of 7 nm in
mean diameter (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). No organic solvents were used in the
study. Two aqueous emulsions of 7% w/w Silres BS29A and 7% w/w Silres BS29A with 1%
w/w silane quaternary ammonium salt were prepared, designated as Siloxane and Siloxane+AM
hereafter, respectively. Silica nanoparticles were dispersed in the two aforementioned emulsions
at a concentration of 1% w/w, resulting in two dispersions, designated as Siloxane+SiO2 and
Siloxane+AM+SiO2 . The concentrations for the siloxane material and the SiO2 nanoparticles were
selected according to the results of a previous report [66], whereas the concentration of the AM material
was selected following the recommendations of the manufacturer (Aegis).
Emulsions and dispersions were stirred vigorously for 30 min and sprayed onto clean 4 cm × 5 cm
silk specimens, purchased from the local market. An airbrush system (Paasche Airbrush, Chicago, IL,
USA) with a nozzle of 660 µm diameter was used for the deposition of the emulsions and dispersions.
Each coating was produced by depositing 1 mL of the emulsion/dispersion while the airbrush was
held at a distance of 20 cm from the silk surface. Treated silk specimens were annealed at 40 ◦ C
overnight to remove residual solvent (water) and kept at room temperature for 2–3 days. In summary,
four types of silk specimens were produced coated by Siloxane, Siloxane+AM, Siloxane+SiO2 , and
Siloxane+AM+SiO2 .
Scanning Electron Microscopy equipped with an Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer
(SEM-EDX; JEOL, JSM-6510 & Oxford, Tokyo, Japan & Abingdon, UK) was used for elemental analyses
of the coated specimens and to study their surface structures. Prior to the SEM-EDX and SEM studies,
the specimens were coated with a thin layer of carbon.
Drops (8 µL) of distilled water and olive oil (purchased from local market) were placed onto coated
silk samples, and the contact angles were measured using an optical tensiometer apparatus (Attension
Theta, Gothenburg, Sweden). The reported contact angles are averages of five measurements. Contact
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angles of water and oil drops on bare silk could not be experimentally measured as both liquids were
quickly absorbed by the uncoated reference silk.
2.2. Evaluation of the Antimicrobial Properties of Treated Silk
The experimental protocol for the evaluation of the antimicrobial activities of the produced
coatings was adopted from a previously published study [67]. An aqueous solution of potato dextrose
agar (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was prepared (39 g/L) and heated to a boil. Agar was then
poured onto a sterile petri dish. Once the agar was solidified, microorganisms were left to culture
on deteriorated strawberries that were transferred on the agar with an inoculation loop. The silk
sample was positioned on the plastic support and the petri dish was hermetically closed. The petri
dish was then placed in an incubator at 37 ◦ C for 144 h. The contaminated silk sample was then
removed from the agar and left to dry. Uncoated reference silk and silk samples coated by Siloxane,
Siloxane+AM, Siloxane+SiO2 , and Siloxane+AM+SiO2 were treated. The evolution of the microbial
growth was ascertained by a Leica microscope, model MZ125 (Wetzlar, Germany) and a Zeiss Axioskop
40 (Jena, Germany) polarizing light microscope.
Digital photographs were manipulated by the thermal imaging effect and treated with
image J. software. By changing the threshold color, we defined the highly contaminated and the
non-contaminated regions. Measurement of the area that each region occupied on the coated silk
samples, offered an indirect quantification of the antimicrobial efficiencies of the protective coatings.
The results are described in the Supplementary File.
For the absorption measurements, the samples were placed inside test tubes with 15 mL of sterile
potato dextrose agar (19.5 g/L) and vortex agitation was introduced in order to help the release of
the microorganisms from the silk surfaces into the agar medium. The absorption of the agar solution
was measured and compared to that of a sterile agar solution in the UV-Vis. The turbidity of the
solution increases as the growth of microorganisms is higher [67]. Thus, the absorption measurement
becomes an index that shows the effectiveness of the applied coating. Absorption measurements were
conducted in the range of 200–1200 nm using a spectrophotometer UV1800 (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan).
The results are described in the Supplementary File.
2.3. Other Evaluation Tests
The water vapor permeability was conducted according to the standard test method ASTM
E96/E9610. Uncoated and coated silk specimens were used to seal glass vessels filled with water and
were placed in a chamber at 30 ◦ C. The weight losses of the vessels were measured every 24 h. The total
duration of the test was 120 h, and five measurements were taken for each sample. Abrasion resistance
was evaluated according to the standard test method ASTM D3884-09 using a Taber Industries
Abrasion Tester-Model 5135 (North Tonawanda, NY, USA). Measurements were conducted in triplicate.
Finally, colorimetric measurements were carried out using a Miniscan XE Plus spectrophotometer from
HunterLab (Reston, VA, USA) and the results were evaluated using the L* a* b* coordinates of the CIE
1976 scale. The reported results are averages of three measurements.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. SEM-EDX Characterization
Figure 1a,b show the results of the SEM-EDX analyses of silk samples coated by Siloxane and
Siloxane+AM, respectively. The detections of Si and F in the spectra of both Figure 1a,b are attributed
to the siloxane and fluoropolymer, respectively, which are contained in the Siloxane product (Silres
BS29A). Cl recorded only in the spectrum of Figure 1b originates from the antimicrobial agent, and it is
therefore not detected in Figure 1a. Other elements included in the spectra of Figure 1 such as O, S,
and Ca were also detected in uncoated silk (not shown). Overall, the results of the SEM-EDX study are
in agreement with the chemical compositions provided by the manufacturers of the Siloxane and AM
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products. Moreover, the SEM-EDX results confirm that the coatings were successfully deposited onto
the silk samples.
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3.2. Wetting Properties and Surface Structures
3.2. Wetting Properties and Surface Structures
The results of the contact angle (CA) measurements are reported in Table 1. The CA of water
The results of the contact angle (CA) measurements are reported in Table 1. The CA of water
drops on Siloxane on silk is 148.7°◦ and decreases to 143.0°◦ when AM is added to the protective coating
drops on Siloxane on silk is 148.7 and decreases to 143.0 when AM is added to the protective coating
(Siloxane+AM). This may be considered as a slight decrease taking into account the variations in the
(Siloxane+AM). This may be considered as a slight decrease taking into account the variations in the
CA measurements which are included in Table 1. The use of the SiO2 nanoparticles has a major impact
CA measurements which are included in Table 1. The use of the SiO2 nanoparticles has a major impact
on the wetting properties of the coatings. In particular, adding SiO 2 to the Siloxane matrix results in
on the wetting properties of the coatings. In particular, adding SiO2 to the Siloxane matrix results
an increase of the CA of water drops from 148.7° (Siloxane)
to 164.3° (Siloxane+SiO2), whereas adding
in an increase of the CA of water drops from 148.7◦ (Siloxane) to 164.3◦ (Siloxane+SiO2 ), whereas
SiO2 to the Siloxane+AM coating results in an increase of the CA from 143.0° (Siloxane+AM)
to 155.3°
adding SiO2 to the Siloxane+AM coating results in an increase of the CA from 143.0◦ (Siloxane+AM)
(Siloxane+AM+SiO
2). Consequently, superhydrophobicity is achieved in both coatings, which are
to 155.3◦ (Siloxane+AM+SiO2 ). Consequently, superhydrophobicity is achieved in both coatings,
enriched with SiO2 nanoparticles. Interestingly, lower CA of water drops was measured on
which are enriched with SiO2 nanoparticles. Interestingly, lower CA of water drops was measured
Siloxane+AM+SiO2 than on Siloxane+SiO2, implying that the AM agent has a negative effect on
on Siloxane+AM+SiO2 than on Siloxane+SiO2 , implying that the AM agent has a negative effect on
hydrophobicity. A similar decrease, which was much smaller in magnitude, was recorded between
hydrophobicity. A similar decrease, which was much smaller in magnitude, was recorded between the
the Siloxane and the Siloxane+AM coatings, as discussed above.
Siloxane and the Siloxane+AM coatings, as discussed above.
Table 1. Contact angle (CA) measurements (°)
of water and oil drops on coated silk.
Table 1. Contact angle (CA) measurements (◦ ) of water and oil drops on coated silk.
Drop

Drop
Water
Oil

Siloxane
Water Siloxane
148.7 ± 2.8
Oil
138.4 ± 4.8
148.7 ± 2.8
138.4 ± 4.8

CA (°) on Coated Silk
CA Siloxane+SiO
(◦ ) on Coated 2SilkSiloxane+AM+SiO2
Siloxane+AM
143.0
± 2.5
164.3 ± 3.3
155.3
± 2.7
Siloxane+AM
Siloxane+SiO
Siloxane+AM+SiO2
2
141.4 ± 2.1
147.6 ± 5.9
157.0 ± 3.3
143.0 ± 2.5
164.3 ± 3.3
155.3 ± 2.7
141.4 ± 2.1
147.6 ± 5.9
157.0 ± 3.3

According to the results of Table 1, the use of the SiO2 nanoparticles has a major impact on the
CA of oil drops. In particular, adding SiO2 to the Siloxane coating results in an increase of CA of oil
According to the results of Table 1, the use of the SiO2 nanoparticles has a major impact
drops from 138.4° (Siloxane) to 147.6° (Siloxane+SiO2), whereas
adding SiO2 to the Siloxane+AM
on the CA of oil drops. In particular, adding SiO to the Siloxane coating results in an increase
coating results in an increase of ◦the CA from 141.4°2 (Siloxane+AM)
to 157.0° (Siloxane+AM+SiO2).
of CA of oil drops from 138.4 (Siloxane) to 147.6◦ (Siloxane+SiO2 ), whereas adding SiO2 to
Consequently, superoleophobicity is almost and clearly achieved on
the Siloxane+SiO 2 and
the Siloxane+AM coating results in an increase of the CA from 141.4◦ (Siloxane+AM) to 157.0◦
Siloxane+AM+SiO2 coatings, respectively. Interestingly, adding the AM agent to the Siloxane+SiO 2
(Siloxane+AM+SiO ). Consequently, superoleophobicity is almost and clearly achieved on the
coating clearly has2 a positive impact on the CA of oil drops, which increases from 147.6°
Siloxane+SiO and Siloxane+AM+SiO2 coatings, respectively. Interestingly, adding the AM agent to
(Siloxane+SiO22) to 157.0° (Siloxane+AM+SiO
2). Without the presence of the SiO 2, however, the effect
the Siloxane+SiO2 coating clearly has a positive impact on the CA of oil drops, which increases from
of the◦ AM is negligible
as the
CA
of
oil
drops increases from 138.4° (Siloxane) to only 141.4°
147.6 (Siloxane+SiO2 ) to 157.0◦ (Siloxane+AM+SiO2 ). Without the presence of the SiO2 , however, the
(Siloxane+AM), which is a difference within the given experimental variations.
effect of the AM is negligible as the CA of oil drops increases from 138.4◦ (Siloxane) to only 141.4◦
Overall, the results of Table 1 suggest that the SiO2 nanoparticles promote the extreme wetting
(Siloxane+AM), which is a difference within the given experimental variations.
properties enhancing both the hydrophobic and oleophobic characters of the coatings. The effect of
the AM agent on the wetting properties is more complex. The use of the AM agent into the
Siloxane+SiO2 composition enhances the oleophobic character of the coating while at the same time
it has a negative effect on the hydrophobic character of the coating. Without the presence of the SiO2
nanoparticles, however, the effect of the AM on the wetting properties of the coatings is negligible,
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Overall, the results of Table 1 suggest that the SiO2 nanoparticles promote the extreme wetting
properties enhancing both the hydrophobic and oleophobic characters of the coatings. The effect of the
AM agent on the wetting properties is more complex. The use of the AM agent into the Siloxane+SiO2
composition enhances the oleophobic character of the coating while at the same time it has a negative
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high values of the CA of water and oil drops on the Siloxane+SiO2 coatings, as reported in Table 1.
1. This dramatic effect of nanoparticles-additives in the surface structures of polymer+nanoparticles
coatings has been discussed in several previously published reports [8,13,21–24,66]. As revealed by
the SEM image of Figure 2d, the surface roughness increases further by adding the AM agent into the
Siloxane+SiO2 composition. The surface structure in Figure 2d is denser compared to the image of the
specimen that does not contain the AM component (Figure 2c). This highly rough structure enhances
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This dramatic effect of nanoparticles-additives in the surface structures of polymer+nanoparticles
coatings has been discussed in several previously published reports [8,13,21–24,66]. As revealed by
the SEM image of Figure 2d, the surface roughness increases further by adding the AM agent into
the Siloxane+SiO2 composition. The surface structure in Figure 2d is denser compared to the image
of the specimen that does not contain the AM component (Figure 2c). This highly rough structure
enhances the oleophobic character of the coating, implying that higher CA of oil drops should
be
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As shown in Figure 4a,b, the microorganisms evolve on the surface of the uncoated sample
(reference silk) as well as in the silk sample coated by Siloxane. The presence of the AM agent hinders
the fixation of the microorganisms onto the textile (Figure 4c). In particular, the silk sample coated by
Siloxane+AM has a high number of spores (black spots) on the surface (Figure 4c) while the
microorganism colonies can be clearly seen in the silk sample coated by Siloxane (Figure 4b). The use
of SiO2 nanoparticles enforces the response of the protective coatings against the microorganism
attack. The photograph of Figure 4d shows that the presence of spores is evident on the silk, coated
by Siloxane+SiO2 and the microorganism colonies are not developed. Interestingly, the antimicrobial

coatings (Figure 4b–d). The sample of Figure 4e exhibits a small number of microorganism sites and
a significantly small number of spores.
In a Supplementary File, an attempt is carried out to provide some semi-quantitative data
regarding the degree of contamination, which occurred in the coated samples of Figure 4. The semiCoatings 2018, 8,
101
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quantitative
results
are in agreement with the qualitative observations and conclusions which were
reached using the photographs of Figure 4.
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where ΔWu and ΔWc are the weight losses of the vessels sealed by uncoated and coated silk
coating. It should be expected that superhydrophobicity decreases adhesion and fixation of the
specimens, respectively. Apparently, an ideal coating should have no effect on the water vapor
microorganisms onto the treated silk. The response of the protective coating to microorganism attack
permeability (%RVP = 0).
is further enhanced when the AM is added to the Siloxane+SiO2 composition (Figure 4e). According
The results of Table 2 suggest that the three coatings, Siloxane+AM, Siloxane+SiO2, and
to the photograph of Figure 4e, the silk sample coated by Siloxane+AM+SiO2 shows the greatest
Siloxane+AM+SiO2, have roughly the same effect on the vapor permeability of silk. This conclusion
resistance to microbial attack, compared to the silk samples treated with any of the other three
is reached by comparing either the measured ΔW or the calculated %RVP values for the three coated
coatings (Figure 4b–d). The sample of Figure 4e exhibits a small number of microorganism sites and a
silk samples. Using the five consecutive %RVPs, the average %RVP was calculated for each of the
significantly small number of spores.
three coated silk specimens. The results are 32.3 ± 3.4, 26.2 ± 3.9, and 31.0 ± 3.9 for silk coated by
In a Supplementary File, an attempt is carried out to provide some semi-quantitative data
Siloxane+AM, Siloxane+SiO2, and Siloxane+AM+SiO2, respectively. Hence, the coating composition
regarding the degree of contamination, which occurred in the coated samples of Figure 4. The semihas practically no effect on the breathability of silk. Vapor permeability of silk is reduced by around
quantitative results are in agreement with the qualitative observations and conclusions which were
reached using the photographs of Figure 4.

3.4. Other Evaluation Tests
The results for the vapor permeability measurements are summarized in Table 2. The weight losses
per unit area (∆W) of the vessels, which were filled with water, were measured for five consecutive days.
Vessels were sealed with coated silk samples. For comparison, the corresponding measurements for
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uncoated silk are included in Table 2. Using the ∆W data the relative reduction of vapor permeability
(%RVP) was calculated as follows:


∆Wu − ∆Wc
%RVP =
× 100
(1)
∆Wu
where ∆W u and ∆W c are the weight losses of the vessels sealed by uncoated and coated silk specimens,
respectively. Apparently, an ideal coating should have no effect on the water vapor permeability
(%RVP = 0).
Table 2. Results of the vapor permeability tests. Weight losses (∆W) of the vessels were measured for
five consecutive days, and the %RVPs were calculated using Equation (1).
Treatment Time
Coating on Silk

24 h

48 h

72 h
∆W

Uncoated silk (reference)
Siloxane+AM
Siloxane+SiO2
Siloxane+AM+SiO2

0.312
0.198
0.230
0.216

0.304
0.198
0.229
0.193

96 h

120 h

0.281
0.201
0.190
0.205

0.285
0.201
0.212
0.206

28.5
32.4
27.0

29.5
25.6
27.7

(g/cm2 )

0.297
0.202
0.232
0.199
%RVP

Siloxane+AM
Siloxane+SiO2
Siloxane+AM+SiO2

36.5
26.3
30.8

34.9
24.7
36.5

32.0
21.9
33.0

The results of Table 2 suggest that the three coatings, Siloxane+AM, Siloxane+SiO2 , and
Siloxane+AM+SiO2 , have roughly the same effect on the vapor permeability of silk. This conclusion is
reached by comparing either the measured ∆W or the calculated %RVP values for the three coated
silk samples. Using the five consecutive %RVPs, the average %RVP was calculated for each of the
three coated silk specimens. The results are 32.3 ± 3.4, 26.2 ± 3.9, and 31.0 ± 3.9 for silk coated by
Siloxane+AM, Siloxane+SiO2 , and Siloxane+AM+SiO2 , respectively. Hence, the coating composition
has practically no effect on the breathability of silk. Vapor permeability of silk is reduced by around
30% when the superhydrophobic, superoleophobic, and antimicrobial coating of Siloxane+AM+SiO2
is used for silk protection. Roughly the same result was obtained for the %RVP induced by either the
Siloxane+AM or the Siloxane+SiO2 coating.
A common drawback of structured coatings with special wetting properties is their poor
mechanical stability and durability. To evaluate the mechanical stability of the surfaces of the coated
silk samples, they were subjected to abrasion testing, and afterward, the CA of water and oil drops
were measured. The results are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Contact angle (CA) measurements (◦ ) of water and oil drops on four coatings on silk which
were subjected to the abrasion resistance test.

Drop
Water
Oil

CA (◦ ) on Coated Silk
Siloxane

Siloxane+AM

Siloxane+SiO2

Siloxane+AM+SiO2

152.0 ± 3.3
135.3 ± 4.2

144.3 ± 2.3
144.6 ± 4.4

163.8 ± 3.1
144.0 ± 5.6

153.1 ± 3.3
145.1 ± 7.8

Abrasion did not have any effect on the CA of water drops. The corresponding CA of water drops
reported in Table 3 (after abrasion) and Table 1 (prior to any mechanical wear) have roughly the same
values. Consequently, the superhydrophobic character of the Siloxane+SiO2 and Siloxane+AM+SiO2
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coatings is maintained after abrasion, as the corresponding CAs remain > 150◦ according to the results
of Table 3.
Likewise, the results in Tables 1 and 3 suggest that no major differences are observed between the
corresponding CA of oil drops on silk coated by Siloxane, Siloxane+AM, and Siloxane+SiO2 . Abrasion
had practically a noticeable effect only on the CA of oil drops on Siloxane+AM+SiO2 . In this case,
CA drops from 157.0◦ (Table 1) to 145.1◦ (Table 3). As shown in Figure 2 the silk sample that was
coated by Siloxane+AM+SiO2 exhibits the highest roughness compared to the other three treated silk
specimens. Consequently, the complex Siloxane+AM+SiO2 coating should be the most delicate to
any mechanical wear. The surface of silk coated by Siloxane+AM+SiO2 after abrasion is shown in the
SEM image of Figure 5. The mechanical test had a considerable effect on the surface morphology of
the multifunctional coating, as revealed by comparing the SEM images of Figure 5 (after abrasion)
and Figure 2d (prior to any mechanical wear). The surface structure in Figure 5 was degraded
compared to that of fresh sample (Figure 2d) as some fibers and coating microclusters were damaged
and
rearranged
Coatings
2018, 8, 101because of mechanical wear. The surface tension of oil (=32 mN/m) is much 9lower
of 13
than that of water (=72 mN/m). Hence, oil drops are more sensitive in surface structure changes.
The change
induced
by abrasion
large enough
affect the CA of
the oil drops but2 had
no impact
Overall,
the results
of Table was
3 suggest
that the to
multifunctional
Siloxane+AM+SiO
coating
shows
on
thegood
shape
of water drops.
Thisas
result
reportedsuperhydrophobicity
by comparing the CA is
values
water and oil
drops
very
mechanical
stability,
afterisabrasion
fullyof
maintained,
whereas
on
Siloxane+AM+SiO
in
Tables
1
and
3.
the coating exhibits enhanced
oleophobicity, as demonstrated in Figure 5 and reported in Table 3.
2

Figure 5.
5. SEM
SEM image
image of
ofsilk
silkcoated
coatedby
bySiloxane+AM+SiO
Siloxane+AM+SiO2 after
after abrasion.
abrasion. Photographs
Photographs of
of water
water and
and
Figure
2
oil
drops
on
the
coated
silk
sample
are
included.
oil drops on the coated silk sample are included.

Finally, the produced multifunctional Siloxane+AM+SiO 2 coating was evaluated through
Overall, the results of Table 3 suggest that the multifunctional Siloxane+AM+SiO2 coating shows
colorimetric measurements. In several applications, protective coatings should have a minimum
very good mechanical stability, as after abrasion superhydrophobicity is fully maintained, whereas the
effect on the aesthetic appearance of the underlying textile substrate. Colorimetric measurements
coating exhibits enhanced oleophobicity, as demonstrated in Figure 5 and reported in Table 3.
were carried out on both uncoated silk and silk coated by Siloxane+AM+SiO2. The global color
Finally, the produced multifunctional Siloxane+AM+SiO2 coating was evaluated through
difference (ΔΕ*) imposed by the coating application was calculated
according to Equation 2.
colorimetric measurements. In several applications, protective coatings should have a minimum
effect on the aesthetic appearance of
the*underlying
(2)
 L *2 textile
a *2substrate.
 b *2 Colorimetric measurements were
carried out on both uncoated silk and silk coated by Siloxane+AM+SiO2 . The global color difference
whereimposed
L*, a*, and
b* are
the brightness,
red–green
component,
and
the yellow–blue
component,
(∆E*)
by the
coating
applicationthe
was
calculated
according to
Equation
(2).
respectively. The color change ΔE* induced in the silk upon coating application was 2.08 ± 0.61. This
q
is a moderate effect on the aesthetic appearance 2of silk which
is hardly perceived by the human eye.
∆∗ = ∆L∗ + ∆a∗2 + ∆b∗2
(2)
4. Conclusions
Superhydrophobic, superoleophobic, and antimicrobial properties were induced in silk which
was sprayed and coated with an aqueous dispersion that contained alkoxy silanes, organic
fluoropolymer, silane quaternary ammonium salt, and silica nanoparticles.
The extreme wetting properties were evidenced by the high contact angles (>150°) of water and
oil drops on the coated silk. The deposited coating exhibits an augmented roughness raised by surface
structures at the micro/nano-meter scale. Silica nanoparticles are responsible for the elevated
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where L*, a*, and b* are the brightness, the red–green component, and the yellow–blue component,
respectively. The color change ∆E* induced in the silk upon coating application was 2.08 ± 0.61. This
is a moderate effect on the aesthetic appearance of silk which is hardly perceived by the human eye.
4. Conclusions
Superhydrophobic, superoleophobic, and antimicrobial properties were induced in silk which was
sprayed and coated with an aqueous dispersion that contained alkoxy silanes, organic fluoropolymer,
silane quaternary ammonium salt, and silica nanoparticles.
The extreme wetting properties were evidenced by the high contact angles (>150◦ ) of water
and oil drops on the coated silk. The deposited coating exhibits an augmented roughness raised by
surface structures at the micro/nano-meter scale. Silica nanoparticles are responsible for the elevated
roughness and the extreme wetting properties. The resistance of treated silk against microorganism
attack is raised by the antimicrobial agent and is highly promoted by the superhydrophobic character
of the coating.
The multifunctional coating induces a moderate reduction in the vapor permeability (~30%) of
the treated silk, shows very good durability against abrasion, and has a minor visual effect on the
aesthetic appearance of silk (∆E* ~2). Other evaluation tests, such as for instance the durability of the
protective coating against degradation effects raised by ageing, should be carried out in a future work.
Based on the results reported herein, the suggested method has the potential to be used for the
production of multifunctional coatings for the textile industry and, in principle, for the protection and
preservation of textiles of the cultural heritage.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/8/3/101/s1,
Figure S1: Mapping of samples after their exposure to microorganisms. Contaminated areas correspond to
blue-green-yellow regions and areas free of contamination are designated by red regions. Silk samples were coated
by (a) Siloxane, (b) Siloxane+AM, (c) Siloxane+SiO2 and (d) Siloxane+AM+SiO2 . The % relative contaminated
areas are measured as follows: (a) 44.0%, (b) 28.4%, (c) 30.2% and (d) 6.9%; Figure S2: Absorption curves measured
for potato dextrose agars (culture media). Agars were used for microorganism development on three samples
coated by Siloxane+AM, Siloxane+SiO2 and Siloxane+AM+SiO2 . For comparison, the absorption curve of agar in
which no silk sample was immersed is included (reference sample).
Author Contributions: Ioannis Karapanagiotis conceived and designed the experiments; Dimitra Aslanidou
performed the experiments and analyzed the data. Both authors contributed to the interpretation of the results
and to the writing of the article.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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